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The special Theory of Relativity deals with a four-dimensional space 
which is the (Euclidean)R4 topologically and a Euclidean metric in it. 
This metric is not positive definite. The Lorentz group consists of linear 
transformations of this Minkowski space which leave invariant the 
"light cones," that is to say the sets of points such that the Euclidean 
norm of the space part of the vector is equal to the norm (i.e., the ab- 
solute value) of the time coordinate assuming the choice of units made 
so that the velocity of light = 1). 
Starting with this definition of the Lorentz transformations, one might 
think of the problem of determining, analogously, the group of transfor- 
mations in more general spaces. Such a space could be considered as a 
direct product of a purely spatial set S and a "time-space" T, i.e., M 
---- S • T. M would then be a more general "Minkowski space." If one 
assumes that S and T, in addition to being metric spaces, have an alge- 
braic structure, e.g., they are groups, one could try to determine all 
automorphisms of M which leave invariant hose sets consisting of all 
points of M for which the norm of the S-component is equal to the 
norm in T-component. One could, of course, consider a still more gen- 
eral problem when S and T are not necessarily provided with an alge- 
braic structure but are merely metric spaces; consider their direct prod- 
uct suitably metrized and try to determine all the isometrics of M onto 
itself which preserve the sets corresponding to the "light cones" which 
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would be then defined as the sets of all points for which the distance 
in S = the distance in T, distance from any fixed point considered as 
the "vertex" of the cone. 
Should there arise a need in some physical theories of having models 
of space-time which are not topologically Euclidean, the determination 
of groups of transformations like the above might be of interest. We are 
thinking here, primarily of global transformations of the whole space onto 
itself and not of only local such "coordinate" changes. Only a very special 
case of this general problem will be considered here--that of S being 
the p-adic vector space and T being the p-adic number system. The to- 
pology usually defined for these spaces is of course non-Euclidean. 
This topology gives in fact a totally discontinuous space which is 0-di- 
mensional. It is conceivable that spaces of this sort might be useful in 
some future models of nuclear or subnuclear theories. They present 
frameworks which are less apt to lead to divergences in the computa- 
tion of certain physical quantities. 
Many attempts have been made to introduce in physical theories the 
idea of a minimal length ~.. The main difficulty in doing so stems from 
the fact that it cannot be done in a Lorentz invariant way. Attractive as 
it would be to have a "quantum" of distance (which would presumably 
be of the order of 10 -13 cm), one cannot reconcile the necessary rela- 
tivistic handling of the nuclear or subnuclear phenomena with such a pos- 
tulate. What we would like to suggest is, rather, the following possibi- 
lity: Without assuming the existence of a minimal quantity for a distance 
in space, one could think of only a discrete set of possible distances 
which would, however, be infinite, with arbitrarily small values possible, 
e.g., a set of distances that are actually realizable forming a perfect 
nowhere dense set--topologically equivalent o the Cantor disconti- 
nuum. It is obviously necessary that in macroscopic phenomena, or 
even the atomic ones, the distances have to behave, metrically and alge- 
braically, very much like the real number system. In the "very small," 
however, i.e., in dimensions of the order of 10 -18 cm or less, it is concei- 
vable that we could have a different topologic and algebraic model. 
Mathematically, the possibilities of dealing with such a heterogeneous 
structure involve problems of stability of the notions of isomorphism 
and automorphism. We would like to insert here a brief discussion of the 
definitions and give examples of problems concerning such generalized 
stability. 
A model of "space-time" for a physical theory could conceivably 
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consist of a structure which in the small is quite different from the Eu- 
clidean one, but for distances exceeding a certain c > 0 would behave 
very much like the Euclidean space. In the large then, i.e., for distances 
greater than this fixed c, the symmetry properties of space and space- 
time should be very much like the Euclidean or Lorentz ones. Some math- 
ematical results are known on the behavior of transformations which 
are "c- l inear" or transformations which are "~-isometries." The defini- 
tion of the first class is as follows: a transformation f (x) is called c-lin- 
ear on the vector space X, in case for all x, y 
Il f (x -}- y) - f (x) -- f (y) 11 < 6. 
Some results of D. H. Hyers and one of us assert hat such a transforma- 
tion must of necessity be everywhere close to a linear one, i.e., that 
there exists a strictly linear transformation fix) such that, for all x, 
II l(x) -- f (x) I] < K . e 
where K is a constant independent of c and x (in case of one dimension 
K is actually 1). A transformation T(p) of a metric space into itself is 
called an c-isometry if for all p, q 
[ O(p, q) -- Q(T(p), T(q)) I < ~. 
Again it was proved that if the given metric space is a Euclidean space 
or even the Hilbert space, an analogous result holds, namely, there 
exists a transformation of a space in itself which is a strict isometry I(p), 
such that for all p, O(I(p), T(p)) < K .  c,  where again K is independ- 
ent of c and p. 
It would be of interest o prove analogous theorems for the Lorentz 
transformations, i.e., for transformations preserving the Minkowski 
(non-positive definite) metric. This group of transformations of the 
heterogeneous space would appear as the Lorentz group for all the pairs 
of distances exceeding a given ~ > 0---this ~ should be some constant 
of the order of 10 -13 cm and would mark, so to say, the boundary be- 
tween the phenomena which are describable by the classical metric and 
the other ones taking place in the "very small." It is hoped to discuss 
these questions in a subsequent paper. 
In the present paper, we consider an "event-space" E = K ~+1 over a 
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non-Archimedean valued field K, and define the "light-cone" F as the 
set of events ~ = (X, t) for which [ X I ----- v(t), where v is the valuation 
of K, and I X[ ~ max v(xi) serves as a norm for the space K n of "posi- 
tions" X. 
A Lorentz transformation is defined, in analogy with special rela- 
tivity, as a non-singular linear transformation T such that TF c F, and 
T is said to be "proper" in case it maps the axis of F into its interior. 
The set L* of proper Lorentz transformations is a group, and contains 
as a subgroup the set S* of "space-rotations" S of E. The group S* 
defines in L* an equivalence relation, T' = S1TS2, St, Sz ~ S*, and for 
the corresponding equivalence classes we obtain a representation sys- 
tem F*, i.e., a complete Set of canonical forms. 
The transformations of L* are of a remarkably "classical" kind, being 
in a sense Galilean, and free of space-contraction a d time-dilatation. 
The improper transformations, which here exist, have no analog in 
the real case, a brief summary of which is included for contrast. 
An abstract formulation of our concretely defined, normed position- 
space is given in the final section. 
1. THE VALUATED FIELD g. A real-valued function v defined on a 
field K is called a valuation in case 
V1. v(0) = 0, v(x) > 0 for x ~ 0 
V2. v(xy) : v(x)v(y) 
V3. v(x q- y) ~ v(x) + v(y) 
(hence, v (q -1 )= 1, v ( - -x )= v(x), and V(X -1) = 1/v(x) for x s&0). 
The fields of complex, real, and rational numbers have as a valuation 
the absolute value [ x[. 
Moreover, the rational field Q admits other valuations. I f  p is a 
fixed prime, then vp (0) = O, vp(x) = p-i for x = pia/b(a ~= O, b > 0 
coprime, p ~ ab), defines the p-adic valuation of Q, which satisfies V3 
in the stronger form 
V4. v(x + y) <= max(v(x), v(y)). 
Such a valuation is said to be non-Archimedean, V4 being equivalent 
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to the inequality v(n) =< 1 for all integers n. An important consequence 
of V4 is the property 
V5. v(x) > v(y) implies v(x q- y) ~ v(x). 
A sequence {x,} of elements of a valuated field K is called regular in 
case v(x,, -- x , )  ~ O, and K is complete if every regular sequence has a 
limit x in K, i.e., v(x, -- x) ~ O. 
The method by which the real numbers are constructed from sequences 
{r,} of rationals, regular with respect o the valuation v(x) = I x [, is 
a quite general completion device for valuated fields. Applied to the 
valuation v~ of the rational field Q, it yields the field Qp ofp-adic numbers. 
Every such number x =fi 0 may be represented as a convergent power 
series 
x = pi(ao + alp + a2p ~ + . . . )  
with integer coefficients, 0 =< a~ < p, a0 --~ 0. The function v defined by 
v(O) = O, v(x) = p- i  for x :fi 0, is a non-Archimedean valuation of Qp, 
with respect o which Qp is complete. The rational numbers are "con- 
tained" in Qp as the series with (terminally) periodic aj. Thus -- 1 
= 1 q- 2 + 23 q- . . .  in R2. For further details, see [1, 3, 4]. 
2. THE POSITION-SPACE P. The vector-space P = K n of (column) vec- 
tors X = [xi] over a non-Archimedean valued field K admits a real- 
valued norm 
[X l=max(v(x i ) ;  i=  1 . . . . .  n) 
with the properties 
N1. 
N2. 
N3. 
N4. 
N5. 
01 =0, IXl >0  for x r  
aX I = v(a) I X[ . Hence [ X J ---- v(x) > 0 implies 
x-U( r  = 1. 
X+ Y I _<IX[+[  Y I, indeed 
X+ Y I =<max( IX[ , [  Y I), hence also 
X[ >1 Y I implies IX+ Y[=IX[ .  
The set P of "positions" X is a metric space with distance function 
d(X, Y) = IX  -- Y [, complete when K is v-complete. In the p-adic 
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case, K = Qp, it is also separable and zero-dimensional, with closed 
compact unit-sphere 
= (X; I X l  = 1). 
A rotation of P is a norm-preserving linear transformation, concretely, 
an n • n matrix R---- Iris] over K, such that I RX]= IX [  for all X. 
A permutat ion matrix P is an obvious example. Since [ Z i [ = 1 for the 
basic vector Z i (1 in row j, 0 elsewhere), the j - th column RZ s of a rota- 
tion R has ] RZj ] = 1 also, and so v(r~j) =< 1 for all i, j. In view of N2, 
the rotations are just those matrices for which Rtr c a. 
THEOREM 2.1. The set R* of all rotations is a group, and, for every 
R ~ R*, 
(a) R~r ----- tr, (b) v(det R) = 1, (c) R ~ ~ [rii ] e R*. 
PROOF. Obviously the identity matrix I~ is in R*. I f  R~, R~ 6 R*, 
then RIR2~R*  also, since ]R1R~XI=IR~X[ - - - - IX  I. I f  R~ R*, 
then: (1) R -1 exists, since RX=O implies 0=]RX[=IX I  and 
X = 0; also (2) R -~ ~ R*, since I R -~XI  = I R(R-~X)[ ---- [ X[.  Fix 
R = [ris] ~ R*. (a) I f  I Y[ = 1, then I R -xy]  = 1, and R(R-1y)  = Y. 
Hence cr c R~r c a. (b) Since v(rij) N 1, we know from V4 and V2 
that d --= det R has v(d) _--< 1. Similarly, v(d') _< 1 for d' = det R -1. 
But v(d)v(d') = v(dd') = 1. (c) Let [ X I = V(Xm), Y = R'X, Z = R-IZm, 
where we know I Z [ = 1. Since v(ris ) --__ 1, dear ly  I Y I < I X[. On the 
other hand, I X I  = v(x~) = v(X~Z~) = v(X~RR-~Zm) = v(Y~Z) ~__ [ Y[ 
I z I= IY I .  
THEOREM 2.2. (a) / f  I U I = 1 = V(U l )  , the matrix R with columns 
U, Z~ . . . . .  Z~ is a rotation. 
(b) l f  l X l = 1, then RZ 1 :X  for some R ~ R*. 
(c) I f  lX l  = I Y I, there exists a rotation R such that RX = Y. 
PROOF. (a )  Fix X with [ X[  ---- 1, and set X '  = RX. Since all entries 
of R have v ~ 1, we know I X ' l  < [Xl  = 1. I f  v(xl) = 1, then v(xl') 
= v(ul)v(xl) = 1. I f  v(xl) < 1, then v(x~) = 1 for some m > 1, and 
v(x~') = v(u~xl -k xm) = v(x~) = 1 by V5, since V(UmZi) = V(Um)V(Xl) 
V(Xl) < 1. In  either case, I X ' l  = 1. 
(b) I f  IX [  = 1 = v(x,n), there is a permutat ion matrix P ~ R* 
such that PX~ U has ul = x,~. By  (a) RZI = U= PX for R ~ R*. 
Hence P-~RZ1 = X, where P-aR ~ R*. 
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(c) I f  I X l = 0, R --  I ,  serves. Suppose l X[  = [ Y[ = v(x) > O. 
By V2, X I~X- IX  and Y1----x- Iy have IX~I= 1-----1 Y I [ .  By (b) 
there exist R~, Re e R* such that R~Z1 -~ X1, R2ZI = Y~. Therefore, for 
R =-- RzR~ 1 ~ R*, RX1 = Y1 and RX= Y. 
3. THE EVENT-SPACE E. For a non-Archimedean valued field K, we 
consider the space E = K ~+1 of "events" ~ = 1{ I where X is a "po- 
sition" vector of the normed space P = K ~ (n ~ 2!) and t ~ K. The 
light-cone of E is the set of  events 
r = (~; I x f  = v(t))  
and a Lorentz transformation is a non-singular linear transformation T 
of E such that 
TF~F.  
Writing T~----~', where 
is of order n + 1 over K, this condition reads 
I X I = v(t) implies I AX+ Bt I = v( C~X+ dt) 
or, equivalently, 
IX [=I  implies IAX+BI=v(OX+d) .  
We need at once the trivial 
LEMMA. For C ~ K ~, d e K, with [ C [ => v(d), there exists an X ~ K ~' 
such that IX [= 1 and C~X W d = O. 
PROOF. If C = 0, X = Za serves. I f  0 < I C I = V(Cl) (say), then 
C~X+d=O for the vector X with x l=- -c r l ( c2+d) ;  x2 = 1; 
xi = 0, i > 2; and ] X] = 1 since v(c~ + d) <= max (v(c2), v(d)) <= v(cl) 
implies v(xl) <= 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  T is a Lorentz transformation, then (a) I C / < v(d), 
[ X I = 1 implies ]AX -k B ] = v(d), and (c) [ B ] ~ v(d). Hence T = dT~, 
d =fi O, where 
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has IBm] ~1,  ] C~ ] <1,  and ] A1X q- BI ] : l when [ X [ = 1. 
PROOF. (a) If [ C I ----> v(d), then for the X of the Lemma, [ X I = 1, 
and hence [AX q- B [ = v(C~X + d) = 0, violating the non-singularity 
of T. 
(b) For IX I=  1, we must then have IAX+B[=v(C~X+d)  
: v(d), by V5, since v(C~X) ~ [ C [ ] X[ = [ C [ < v(d). 
(c) Let [B  I=  v(bm). From the lemma, with d = 0 and the m-th 
row of A for C, we obtain an X with I X[ = 1 such that Xm' = Za,,j 
xi Jr b~ = b,~. Hence by (b), v(d) = ] AX-k  B [ ~ V(Xm') = v(bm) 
=IB I .  
We say a Lorentz transformation T is proper in case [B]<v(d),  
equivalently, for the event ~ with X = 0, t = 1, the event ~' = T~ has 
[ X'] < v(t'). Geometrically, this means that T maps the axis X = 0, 
t = t of the cone /" into a line X' = Bt, t' =dt  lying inside the cone, 
i.e., I X'[  < v(t') for t' 5& 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T= dT~ be a proper Lorentz transformation. 
Then 
(a) [Bl l  <1 ,  1C1[ <1,  and A1 is a rotation of K n. 
(b) Writing X'  : d(AIX + B~t) 
t '  : d(Crl  X --}- t) 
we have the implications 
1. IX[ ~ v(t) ==~ v(t') : v(d)v(t) 
I X l  < v(t) =~ l X ' l  < v(t') 
2. 1Xl _>- v(t) ~ IX ' l - -  v(d) l X l  
IX I > v(t) ==~ IX ' !  > v(t') 
Hence T maps the interior and exterior of F into themselves respectively 
(c) T / '  = /1 
(d) The set L* of all proper Lorentz transformations is a group. 
PROOF. (a) From Theorem 3.1, IB11, [ Cl1 < 1. To prove A~ ~ R*, 
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let f X I = 1. Since [ .412"+ Bx l = 1 and ] B1 I < 1, we cannot have 
I A.gl < 1, by N4. Hence [AIX I ___ 1 > ]Bll and so 1 = ]AJ( + Bll 
= [A lX l  by N5. 
(b) Note first that the 1st parts of 1,2 are trivial when t ---= 0, X = 0, 
respectively. Now 
1. Let [ X[ ~ v(t), t 5~= O. We know v(t') = v(d)v(Cl~X + t). Since 
v(C~X) <= ] C1 I I X[ <= [ C1 I v(t) < v(t), the result follows from V5. 
I f  I X[ < v(t), then t -7(: 0. We know [ X '  [ = v(d) [ A1X q- Bit [. Since 
v(d) > 0, and v(d)v(t) = v(t') as just shown, it suffices to note IA~X 
§ Bxt[ <max ( [A~X] , [Bd] )=max( lX [ ,v ( t ) [B l l )<v( t ) .  
2. Let [ X I -->-- v(t), X 5/= O. We know I X'  I = v(d) [ AIX q- B~t [. Since 
[Bit[ = v(t) I BI I <~ I XI  I BI [ < IX[= [ A1X[, the result follows 
from N5. I f  I X I > v(t), then X 
Since v(d) > 0 and v(d) [ X[ = 
=< max (v(C~X), v(t)) < I x I. 
(c) By definition, T -1 exists 
~7 ~ F. Then T(T-I~7)= ~7, and 
of (b). 
5~ 0. We know v(t') = v(d)v(C~'X + t). 
[ X ' [ ,  it suffices to note that v(Cl~Xq-t) 
and TF  c / ' .  To prove /7 c TF,  let 
T-~r] must be on F by the last remark 
(d) Obviously 1~§ ~ L*. I f  7"1,/'2 ~ L*, then TIT~ is non-singular 
and T1T2F c TIF ~ F. Setting ~' = (T1T~)~ where X = 0, t = 1 in ~, 
it follows from (b.1) that [ X ' [  < v(t'), and T~T~ is proper. I f  T ~ L*, 
then T -1 is non-singular, and T-1F c F follows from I" c TF. Setting 
}' = T -~ for the axial point X = 0, t = 1, we must have ~' interior to 
F, otherwise T~' = ~ would be on or outside F along with ~'. 
4. LORENTZ CANONICAL FORM. The set S* of all space-rotations 
of the event-space E = K ~+1 is a subgroup of the group L* of proper 
Lorentz transformations. For  S e S*, clearly v(det S) = 1 and S ~ 6 S*. 
The relation T'  = SITS2 (for some $1, S~ e S*) is an equivalence re- 
lation (T ' ,~  T), which splits the group L* into disjoint classes 
{7"} = ( r ' ;  T '  ~ T, T '  e L*).  
We now exhibit a representation system F*, consisting of  precisely one 
matrix F from each class, which may therefore be regarded as a complete 
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set of  "canonical forms" for L*, every proper Lorentz transformation 
being equivalent o a unique F of  F*. 
First we stipulate, for every real number 0 < r < 1 which occurs as a 
value of  K, a unique element Xo -----f (r) of  K for which V(Xo) = r, and 
denote by Ko the set o f  all such x0. For example, if K = Qp, we might 
take K0 ----- (pi; i >_-- 1), where f (P -O  = Pi. 
Now let F* be the set of  all matrices F = dFz, d ~ O, 
of the following types: 
I. B2 = 0, with 
(A) C ;=O 
or (B) C~ ~ = (co, 0 , . . . ,  0), Co e Ko 
II. 
or  
o r  
Bu = boZt, bo ~ Ko, with 
(A) C ;  = 0 
(B) C2 ~ = (et, 0 . . . . .  0), et~ K, 0 < v(cl) < 1 
C2 ~ : (Cx, Co, 0 . . . . .  0), cl e K, Co e Ko, 
0 "~ V(Cl) <[ Y(C0). 
This complexity, in sharp contrast o the real case (w is dictated by 
the following principal: 
THEOREM 4.1. The set F* is a complete set of  canonical forms for the 
group L* of proper Lorentz transformations, i.e., 
1. No two distinct matrices F of F* are equivalent. 
2. Every T ~ L* is equivalent o some F ~ F*. 
3. Every F of F* belongs to L*. 
PROOF. 1 Suppose S1FS~ = F', where $1, S~ 6 S* and F = dF~, 
F' = d'F2' ~ F*. This implies d = d', and 
R1Rz ----- 1 n, R1Bz B ' C2~R2 '~" = 3, = C2 , for R1, R 2 E R*. 
Thus]B~l=lB( ] , ]C21=lC( I ,  and we see at once that F of  type 
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IA, B or I IA implies F '  of  the same type, and hence also F---- F',  by the 
uniqueness of f :  v(xo) = v(xo'), xo, Xo' ~ Ko =~ xo = xo'. 
Let F be of type IIB or IIC. Then F '  must be one of these types, and 
Clearly B2' = B~ = boZ1. Hence RiZ  1 = Zx, and Z~ ---- R~Z~ is the first 
column of R2. But C2*R~ = C2 '~, so C2 and C~' have the same first com- 
ponent Cl. Thus F = F '  if both are of the same type IIB or IIC. But they 
cannot be of different ypes for this would imply two vectors, of form 
(c i, 0 . . . . .  0) and (Cl, CO, 0 . . . . .  0) 
having the same norm, and with v(c~) < V(Co). 
2. Given T=dTx~L* ,  d--/=O, IBll <1, ICll <1,  AIeR*  we 
have to produce $1, $2 a S* such that dSxT~S~ = dF2 ~ F* which reads, 
in terms of blocks, 
RiAIR2 ---- In, R iBi  = B 2, Ci~R~ = C2; R1, R 2 E R*. 
We consider T~ under separate cases, which yield the corresponding 
types for F~. 
CASE IA. [Bx[ ----- 0 ---- [ C1 I 9 For R1 ---- ln, R~ ---- Ai -~, F2 is of type 
IA. (This is the case of the space rotations T~ e S*). 
CASE IB. [Bl l  = 0 < ] C~ ] < 1. Let Co =f ( I  Cx I). Then I coZ~l 
= V(Co) = I C l l .  Definining Ro as a rotation such that RoCx = coZy, 
R2 = R0 ~ c R*, and Ri = R-~iA~ i, we obtain F~ of type IB. 
CASE II. (Preliminary). 0 < I BI[  < 1. Let b0 =f ( I  Bi I), so that 
I boZli = I Bxl Define R~' 6 R* so that RI'B~ boZ~, and set R ' 
----AxlRx-L Using these rotations for $1', S'2 yields an intermediate 
matrix /'1' = S~'T~S2' of form 
where Q~ -- C~R2 ' =- (ql . . . . .  qn) has ] Q [ = [ C 1 I. 
CASE IIA. [C  i I=  0. Then Q = 0, and F2----TI' is of type IIA. 
Finally, suppose 0 < [ C1 [ ---- I Q [ < 1. Using T~' for T~ in iteration 
of the original argument shows that we now require rotations R~, R, 
such that 
Rig2 = In R iZ i  = Zi  QTR2 = C2 
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where Ca has the form in types I IB or I IC. Our final cases are based on 
the nature of the intermediate Q where we recall 0 < I C~ I = I Q ] < 1. 
CASE IIB. v(ql) = I Q ]. Then v(q~) <= v(ql), j >= 1, and 
R1=[10 q2/ql "'" q,Jql] 
1~--1 
is a rotation, such that R1Z 1 ~ Zl ,  and qIZ1UR1 ~ QL Hence Q~Rr ~ 
= q~Z~ , and defining R2 = Ri -~ yields an Fz of type IIB. 
CASE I IC. v(ql) < [ Q ] = v(qm), m > 1. Let P ~ R* be a permuta-  
t ion matrix (P -~= P~!) such that 
iloO  I Q~p-x ___ (q~; q~ . . . . .  q~) p~ = (ql; qm . . . . .  qt). 
n--1 
Let Co =f ( [  C1 1), so that V(Co)= v(qm), and hence v(qt)< v(co), 
v(qj/co) N 1, j >___ 2. It  follows that 
l OqJc~ "in_~" " qt/co [ Rn-1 
is a rotation of  K n-~, therefore 
0 9 " --110 
is a rotation of K n. Moreover,  
Q~P-t = (q l ;  qm . . . . .  qt) = (qx, Co, 0 . . . . .  O)Rn. 
Therefore Q~(R,~P) -1 = (qa, Co, 0 . . . . .  0) and (R,~P)Z1 = R,~Z1 = Zt. 
I f  we set R1 = R,P and R~ = Ri -1, we obtain an F~ of type I IC. 
3. I f  F = dFa ~ F*, we shall see that F~ and hence F is in L* by noting 
that F2 is an element of  the special subgroup G* of  L* defined in 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 
be a matrix over K such that 
1. A is the identity I n except for its first row, which is of the form (al, 
a~, 0 . . . . .  O) =-- A1 T, where [ A1 ] = 1 = v(al). 
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2. B -~ b:Z~, with [B]  ---- V(bl)  < 1. 
3. C r : (Cl, c2, 0 . . . . .  0),  where [ C: [ < 1. 
4. v (d l )= 1. 
Then (a) G G L*, and v(D) = 1 for D =-- det G ---- a:ds -- c:b:. 
(b) The set G* of  alI such G is a group, with identity In+ :. 
PROOF. (a) det G = a:d: + (--  1)n+2c:(-- 1)n+lbl : a:dl -- clbl has 
v = 1 since v(clb:) = v(cl)v(bl) < 1 : v (a ld l ) .  Hence G is non-singu- 
lar. To prove GF c F, let I X I : 1. Then [AX+ B [ : v(C~X + dl). 
Indeed, both are unity. For, A is a rotation, and { B 1 < 1, hence I AX+BI  
= ] AX[  : [ X I ---- 1. Also, v(CTX + d) : v(dl) : 1, since v(C~X) <__ 
I CI [ X I < 1. Finally I B [ < 1 = v(dl) and G is proper. 
(b) The matrix I~+1 is of the above form. Computing the product GG' 
of two such matrices shows it to be of the same structure, with first 
and last rows respectively: 
(alal' -~- blC l ' ) ,  (ala2' + as + blC(), O, . . . .  O, (a:bl' + b:d:') 
(cla:' + dlc:'), (cla2' + c2 + d:c(), 0 . . . .  , 0, (e:b:' + did1'). 
That these have the required character is clear from V4, V5. F rom the 
product form, one easily infers that G has an inverse G' with first and 
last rows: 
(d:D-:), (--  dxaa + b~c2)D-:, 0 . . . . .  O, (--  b~D-:) 
( - -c :D-1) ,  ( c la~-  a:c~)D-:, 0 . . . . .  O, (aiD -i) 
where D ---- det G has v(D) = 1. 
COROLLARY. For T G L*, v(det T) = v(d). 
REMARK. The result of  Theorem 4.2 is also true for the wider class of 
matrices with A ~ = (al . . . . .  an), C * = (c: . . . . .  Cn) subject to the same 
conditions. G* appears to be the smallest group containing all the ca- 
nonical forms F2. 
5. SOME ('PHYSICAL" ASPECTS. A Lorentz transformation T$----$' 
may be regarded as a one-one mapping of two event-spaces E and E',  
corresponding vectors 2, 2' denoting the "same event" as defined in the 
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two frames. Then the basic property TF  c U' signifies that events of E 
with IX[  = v(t) (light-front, speed of light c = 1) appear in E '  as 
events  with [X ' ]  = v(t') also. 
The spatial origin X = 0 of E at time t appears in E '  as the event 
X'  = Bt, t' =dt .  Hence X' = Bit'  is the trajectory of 0 in E' ,  and B1 
is its velocity vector. The proper transformations T ~ L* are those for 
which the relative speed bo ------ ]B1] is less than 1, the speed of light. 
In contrast o the real case (w improper transformations T exist, and 
one can see "how the world looks" to a (p-adict) photon (w 
Since every T ~ L* is of the form T = S~- IFS ,  where S, S'  ~ S* and 
F 6 F*, we may write S '~ '= S'T~ = FS~, or simply r /=  F~7, where 
~7' ----- S'~', ~7 ----- S~ involve only the spatial coordinate transformations 
Y' = R'X ' ,  Y = RX induced by the corresponding rotations of spatial 
axes, for example, by [Z1 . . . . .  Z,]R -~ in P. 
It appeared already in Theorem 3.2(1) that v( t ' )=  v(d)v(t) for all 
events ~ in and on the cone /7 whenever T ~ L*. Since d appears as a 
uniform scaling factor for both X' and t'  in E' ,  and the canonical trans- 
formation ~' = F~ 7 is of form y j  = dyi, i = 2 . . . . .  n, it is appropriate 
to suppose d = 1. It then turns out that the proper Lorentz transforma- 
tions are essentially Galilean, with v(t') = v(t), independent of position. 
Indeed, the surprisingly "classical" nature of the present pathological 
event-spaces becomes manifest when we consider the analogs of length- 
contraction and time-dilatation. 
1. Let X1, X~ be two fixed positions in E, observed simultaneously 
at time to' in E '  as XI', X~'. Then 
X~' = AX~ + Bq  X~' = AX~ + Bt~ 
C~X1 + dtl = to' = C~X2 + dt2 
Hence X~' -- )(1' = A(X2 -- X~) + B(tz -- tx) 
= A(x~ - xo  - d -~BC, (X~ - XO 
= d{A l (X  2 - -  X l )  - -  BiC l r (X2  - -  X l )}  
Since [B 1 [ < 1, [ C1[ < 1, and A1 6 R*, for T6  L*, itis clear from N5 
that [X (  -- )(1'] = v(d) [X2 -- X~y. 
2. Let ta, tz be two times at the same position Xo of E, observed as 
t i  t, t (  in E'.  Then 
tx' = C~Xo + dtx and 2t' = C~Xo + dt~ 
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whence t~' -- q '  = d(t2 -- h), and v(t2' -- tl') = v(d)v(t~ -- q). 
Thus for d = 1, there is no effect in either case. 
6. NOTE ON IMPROPER TRANSFORMATIONS. A Lorentz transformation 
T = dT1 is improper in case I B I = v(d), i.e., I Ba I = 1. Since such a T 
takes the axis of  F onto / ' ,  T -~ is not a Lorentz transformation at all, 
and the set of Lorentz transformations i not a group. Moreover,  Ax 
is not a rotation, for if so, we should have Ai-l( - B1) --= X of norm 1, 
and hence 1 ---- ] A~X -k B1 I = 0. It is true that I AIX [ =< 1 for I X [ 
---- 1 (by N5), hence [ AIX [ =< ] X[  for all X. From this it follows that 
I X[ < v(t) implies ] AIX q- Bit [ = v(t) = V(Cl r~ r -q- t), which shows 
that an improper T maps the entire interior of F onto F. 
We make no attempt o extend Theorem 4.1, but give only a partial 
reduction in 
THEOREM 6.1. I f  T = dTa is improper, there ex&t $1, S~ ~ S* such 
that 
a 1 a s . . .  a n 1 
S1T1S~ F~=~ 0 An_  1 0 
c 1 c 2 . . .  e n 1 
which has the invariant plane x~lq-t~n+l, where r denotes the j-th 
"l-spot" veetorofE. 
PROOF. First, let 7"1'= S1TI, where S~ involves a rotation R 1 such 
that RB1 = Z1. Then Tl'~n+l = ~1 -1- (n+l, and for some unique ~, TI'~ 
= (n+~. Since (n+l and ~1 q- (n+~ are linearly independent, so are ~ and 
~n+a, which shows that the spatial component X of ~ is not zero. Let 
[ X] = v(x) > 0, and define $2 as a space-rotation such that R2(xZ1)  
= X. Finally, set F2 = TI'S2. 
Then we find 
! 
F2~+1 = TI/S2~n+I =T1 ~n+l, 
while 
Since 
---- (1 + (n+l, giving the last column of F,, 
Iol 
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substitution leads to 
F2~1 = x-a(~.+x -- t(~l + r = -- x- l t~l  + x- l (  1 - -  t)~n+l. 
The matrices (over Q2) 
li ~ l! il Tt = 1 0 and Tt = 2 0 1 0 
are improper Lorentz transformations, with A~ non-singular, and sin- 
gular, respectively. 
7. REAL LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS. For contrast, we include a 
sketch of  the real case. Let ~ be the real field, with absolute value ] x ] 
0 ,~.~the n-space (n --> 2) of vectors X, with norm I X [ = (X 'X)  89 >= O. 
Call an n • n matrix R over~.~ a rotation in case ] RX I = ] X [ for all X, 
equivalently (here) R~R = In. The set R* of  all R is a group, and ] det R ] 
= 1. The "Gram-Schmidt"  process, employed in place of Theorem 
2.2(a) implies its final conclusion (c). See [2, w 48, 59] for standard 
results. 
Fix c >0,  and in the space~.~+l of events ~=[x] ,  t = x~+l, 
define the cone I '  ---- {~; [ X I = c ] t [ }. A Lorentz transformation 
(L.T.) is a non-singular (n + 1)-order matrix T such that TF  c F. 
Defining 
this condition reads: 
~*Q~ =- ]~lnXj 2 - -  c2x2n+ 1 = 0 (1)  
implies 
~lnX}2 __ C2Xtng+l =__ ~,,Q~, ~ ~(T~QT)~ = ~,p~ = ~+1 xipijx~=O (2) 
where P = [Pi~] = T'Q T is symmetric (p# = Ps/). 
THEOREM 7.1. I f  T is a Lorentz transformation, then 
IVQT = qQ 
and 
~lx~ ~ - c~t '2 ~ q(Y,~lxj ~- c~t ~) for all X, t, 
(3) 
(4) 
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where 
q = d 2 -- c-ZB~B ~/~ 0 (5) 
Conversely, i f  T*QT = qQ where q ~/= 0, then T is a L.T. 
PROOF. Let T be a L.T. Since X = + Zi, Xn+l = c -~ satisfy (1), it 
follows f rom (2) that  Pi,n+a = 0 and p~ = q ~ --  c-2pn+l.,+v Similarly, 
X=3Z i+4Z j ( iS& j ) ,x .+ l=5c  -1, leads to p#=O,  so (3) and (4) 
are true. Substitution of X = 0, t = 1, X '  = B, t '  = d in (4) yields (5), 
where q 5/= 0 is seen by taking determinants in (3). (It will appear that 
actually q > 0.) The converse statement is trivial. For, (3) with q :#- 0 
implies det TS& 0, and TF  ~ 1 ~ is obvious since (1) clearly implies (2). 
COROLLARY. The set L* o f  all Lorentz transformations i a group. 
PROOF. This follows formally f rom the N. & S. condition T*QT = qQ 
for q~O. 
THEOREM 7.2. I f  T ~ L*, then 
(a) dTLO. 
(b) For T=dTa,  T ,= A:~  '11 , we  have 
AI~A1 -- c2CaC1 ~= qlIn (6) 
where 
A~Ba = c~Ca (7) 
q1 = 1 -- c-2BI'B1 = q/d ~ 5J= O. (8) 
(c) B = 0 i f  and only i f  C = O. In such a case, q = d 2 > O, and At ~ R*. 
PROOF. (a) I f  d = 0, let X be a vector (existence trivial!) such that 
X 5& 0 and C~X = 0. Then for X, and t = c-11 X [, X '  = 0 in (4) since 
t '  = CTX + 0 = 0. But T is non-singular. 
(b) is obtained by block multiplication f rom TaTQT1 = d-~qQ. 
(c) I f  B 1 = 0, then C1 = 0 in (7). I f  C1 = 0, (6) and (8) imply Ax 9 
non-singular, hence B 1 0 in (7). I f  B~ = 0 = Ca, then q~ = 1, q = 
d ~ > 0 in (8), and A1 ~ R* in (6). 
The set S* of all space-rotations S (definitions and notations as 
in w is a subgroup of the Lorentz group L*, which defines equivalence 
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classes in L* as before. Let F* be the set of all matrices F = dF~, d ~r 0, 
where 
C~r l  [ 
is of type 
I. 
II. 
~'2 ~ /n+l  
io/C 2 O r bo F 2 = ~-o I In_ 1 0 
O r 1 
where 0 < bo < c and ?o ~ (1 -- bo~e-2) -~. 
THEOREM 7.3. The set F* is a representation system for the equivalence 
classes of L*. 
PROOF. 1. I f  dS~F2S2 d 'F '  --- = = 3, we infer d d', RIA2R2 A2' , RaB 2 
= B2', hence b0 ~ ]B2 [ = [B2'] ~ bo'. 
F rom this it is clear that F2' is of  the same type as F~ and therefore 
F '= 
2. Given T =- dT~ ~ L*, d :/= O, as in Theorem 7.2, we must produce 
$1, $2 ~ S* such that SaT1S, = F2, or, in block form 
R1A1R2 = As, RIB  1 = B~, C l rR2 = C2 r. 
There are now only two "cases" (cf. Theorem 7.2) 
CASE I: Ba = 0 ---- C1. For  R I= In, R~ = Ai -1, we obtain F2 = I,+1 
of  type I. 
CASE I I :  I B1 ] ~ b0 > 0, I C1 I ------ co > 0. Letting RI' ,  R2' be prelimi- 
nary rotations such that R~'B~----boZx and CxrR2 = coZa r, we obtain 
an intermediate matrix 
.48 boZ1 
Sl tZ lS2t  = Tit  ---- CoZl r 1 
which, by Theorem 7.2, satisfies 
Aa~Aa -- C2Co2Z1Zl~= qlln 
L* 
(9) 
where 
A3~Z1 = c2b~lcoZ1 
ql = 1 - -  b02c -2 = q /d  ~ ~= O. 
(10) 
(I1) 
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By (10) A3 has the form 
A8 = [ c2bOl OtA41 " 
From (9) we therefore conclude 
c4boZco ~+ U~U -- C2Co ~ = ql, 
A4~U = O, 
(12) 
(13) 
A4~A4 = q11~-1. (14) 
Since ql =7(= 0, we infer from (14) that ql -~ 1 -- bo2c -~ > 0 (hence 
q = qxd ~ > 0 l) and therefore 0 < b0 < c. Defining 70 = q1-1/~ > O, 
we have from (14) that 7oAo is a rotation R~_I of~-~ n-l, from (13) that 
U = 0, and from (12) that Co----bo/c ~. 
Collecting these results, we see that 
where 
TI' = Aa  b~ 
bo Z1 ~ 1 
110 
7o- lRn_1  " 
Clearly one further space-rotation S'8 suffices, with 
11 07 I 
R3' = 0 R~I-1 " 
I 7o_Xi~_ 1 , R3'Z1 = Z1, and hence 1 For then, Ra'Aa= 0 
RsAs ~oZl 
S'3T1'= bo of type II. 
-~- Zl 9 
3. We omit the verification of F* = L*. 
COROLLARY. Every Lorentz transformation T = dT1 is o f  form 
T = (dy~I)S1LS~; $1, S~ ~ S*, 
where 
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L = 
7o O~ ~oobo 
0 I~_1 . 
7obo O~ 7o 
0 <= bo ---- l B1 I < c (hence T"proper ' ! ) ,  Yo = (1 -- bo2c-2)-89 det L = 1. 
Moreover in the relations (4), and (5) of Theorem 7.1, one has 
q : d~7~ 2 > O. 
8. ABSTRACT NORMED SPACES. In the theory of Euclidean spaces, 
one begins with a formal "inner-product" (X, Y) on a real n-space, 
defining ]l X [] ---- (X, X) 89 and proves the existence of an orthonormal 
basis {Ni} such that, for X = ~xiNi,  Y = Ey iN i, these functions assume 
the simple forms Exiyi  and (Zxi2)89 The (linear) isometries then appear as 
the transformations relating such bases. This approach, which singles 
out no particular basis, is more general than that of initially defining 
(X, Y) = ~xiy i  for X, Y expressed in terms of a stipulated basis. 
The latter type of definition for I X[ was made in w for simplicity, 
and also because no result of comparable generality was known to us. 
IfVn is an n-space over a field Kwith a V1-3 valuation (cf. w and {B~.} 
is any fixed basis, then ] X 10 ~ I ExiBi 10 ~--- max v(xi) defines an N1-3 
norm, and it is known that every N1-3 norm is "equivalent" to this 
IX[o, in a topologic sense [1, Ch. IV]. And of course N4 for [X[o 
follows from V4, indeed this is the norm I X] of w It is therefore clear 
that every abstract N1--4 norm, relative to a V1--4 valuation is "equi- 
valent" to our norm IX [. (Note here that N2, 4 imply V4.) 
Hereafter, let K be a field with V1-4 (hence V5) valuation, Vn a vector- 
space of order n over K, with an abstract norm II X [[ satisfying N1-4 
(hence N5). 
Call N1 . . . . .  N~; m ~ n, a normal set in case 
[I y, xiNi[[ = max v(xi); x i ~ K 
1 
It is apparent hat: 
(A) a set (Nj) is normal if and only if 
max v(ui) : 1 implies [] ZuiNi I] : 1 
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(An equivalent condition is that 11ZuiNi I[ = 1 for every set of ui, not 
all zero, with values 0,1 only.) 
(B) a normal set is linearly independent, with every II N~ ]1---- 1. 
We say Vn is an N-space in case it has a normal basis, and so char- 
acterize abstractly the position spaces of w 
In analogy with the real case, it is true that, if {Ni} is a normal basis 
and 0 a linear transformation of V~, then {ONe} is also a normal basis if 
and only if ]10X l] = [] X [] for all X. However, a normal basis need not 
exist, for this surely implies: 
N6. For every X ~ V,, there exists an x ~ K such that [[ X I[ = v(x), 
which is hardly true for the norm [[ X I[ = 3 max v(xi) on the space 
V~ = Q~. 
Our best result is contained in the final theorem, in which N6 is ne- 
cessary, but V6 is not (witness the example V~---- Qn). For the case 
Vn = Q~ however, V6 holds, Qp being complete, with compact unit 
sphere. We give a straightforward proof without reference to topology. 
THEOREM 8.1. If, in addition to V1-5 and N1-5, we have N6, and also 
V6: Every K-sequence {sn} with all v(sh) ~= 1 contains a convergent sub- 
sequence, 
then Vn has a normal basis. Indeed, for every linearly independent set 
(B1 . . . .  , B,~), m <= n, there exists a normal set (N 1 . . . . .  N,~) spanning 
the same sub-space. 
PROOF. It is clear from N6 and V2 that we may suppose all II Bi [I ---- 1 
for the given set (B 1 . . . . .  B,~). Defining N1 = B1, we have I[ xlN1 II 
= max v(xi), and the first step is complete. 
Suppose a normal set (N1 . . . . .  Nk), 1 g k < m already defined, span- 
ning the same sub-space as (B1 . . . . .  Be). Let 
S* ~ {S = Z lks iN i  -~- Bk+l; v(si) ~ 1} 
From linear independence and N4, we have 
Define 
0< I ts l f< l ,  ses*  
no =g"  l .  b 9 {llS II; S ~ S*}, 0 ~no--<__ 1, 
and let {S n} be a sequence with 
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S h ~--- ~-~1 lc Si h N i q- Bk+ 1 e S* 
such that il Sh 1I ~ no 9 
Applying V6 successively to the components of the S ~, we obtain a 
subsequence {T h} of {Sh}, with 
T h=-Z1 ~ti nN i+Be+ leS*  
I1 Th II -~ ,o 
such that t~ h --+ l~ e K, i = 1 . . . . .  k. Since 
I V(ti h) - -  v( l i )  ] ~ v(ti h - -  l i) ~ 0 
we know that v(ti h) --+ v(li) ~ 1. Therefore 
and so, 
Moreover, 
L ---- Elk[iNi -4- Bk+l e S* 
0<[ IZ l l  <1 .  
I II Z h II - II Z 111 ~ II Z h - Z tJ = max v(t~ h - -  l i )  --* O. 
i 
Since a sequential imit is unique, this shows that 
no= l[L II, Lea* .  
Hence, by N6, we may write 
O <no= IlL I]= v(l) <= l. 
Defining Nk+l----I-~L, we have f] Nk+l [I-----1, and 
spans the same sub-space as (B~ . . . . .  Bk+l). 
It  now suffices to prove 
(A) II u [I ~ I[ ~-~llCuiNi + llk+lNk+l II = 1 
(N1 . . . . .  Nk+l)  
1 >-- [1 U II = V(Uk+O II ~1 ~ u~11 uiNi + Ne+I II 
provided max (V(Ul) . . . . .  V(Uk+I) = 1, 
It  is obvious by N4 that 11 U II G 1. I f  ]~(U}+I) < l, then [I U II = 1 
by N5, since (N1 . . . . .  N~) is a normal  set. For  v(ue+~)= 1, we have 
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= l[ ~lk(U~+l ui q- l-ill) N~ + 1-1 Be+~ II 
-~ v(l-1) I1 ~-'qk(lUk~lUi + li) Ni  -~ Bk+l []. 
Since v(lu~lui) ~- v(l)v(ui) _--< 1 and v(li) =< 1 it is clear that the final 
vector is in S*, hence has a norm >- v(1), the g .  l .  b .of  its norms [[ S [1. 
Since v(l-1)v(l) ----- 1, I[ U ]1 = 1 and the proof  is complete. 
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